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Abstract 

The goal of this study is to determine if various measures of contraction rate are regionally 

patterned in written Standard American English. In order to answer this question, this study 

employs a corpus-based approach to data collection and a statistical approach to data analysis. 

Based on a spatial autocorrelation analysis of the values of eleven measures of contraction across 

a 25 million word corpus of letters to the editor representing the language of 200 cities from 

across the contiguous United States, two primary regional patterns were identified: easterners 

tend to produce relatively few standard contractions (not contraction, verb contraction) 

compared to westerners, and northeasterners tend to produce relatively few non-standard 

contractions (to contraction, non-standard not contraction) compared to southeasterners. These 

findings demonstrate that regional linguistic variation exists in written Standard American 

English and that regional linguistic variation is more common than is generally assumed. 

 

Keywords: American English, Contraction, Corpus Linguistics, Regional Dialects, Spatial 

Autocorrelation, Standard English, Written English 
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1 Introduction 

There have been three major regional dialect surveys of American English. Data collection for 

the Linguistic Atlas of the United States and Canada began in 1931 under the directorship of 

Hans Kurath. While this survey was never completed, Kurath and his colleagues mapped lexical 

and phonological variation across much of the United States through a series of smaller regional 

surveys (Kurath et al, 1939; Davis, 1948; Kurath, 1949; Atwood, 1953; Marckwardt, 1957; 

Kurath and McDavid, 1961; Atwood, 1962; Allen, 1973; McDavid and O’Cain, 1979; Cassidy, 

1985; Pederson et al, 1986; Kretzschmar et al, 1993). More recently, two regional dialect surveys 

of American English have been completed. Craig Carver (1987) analyzed lexical variation in 

American English based on the data gathered for the Dictionary of American Regional English 

(Cassidy, 1985), and William Labov, Sharon Ash and Charles Boberg (2006) analyzed 

phonological variation in the Atlas of North American English. All three of these dialect surveys 

mapped American English similarly, identifying northern, southern and western dialect regions, 

while Kurath and Labov also identified a midland dialect region, lying in between the northern 

and southern dialect regions in the eastern United States.  

All three of these dialect surveys collected data through linguistic interviews. The 

linguistic interview is the dominant approach to data collection in regional dialectology because 

it is a straightforward method for observing categorical linguistic variation. For example, Kurath 

(1949) used data gathered through linguistic interviews to analyze categorical variation between 

husks and shucks in the speech of informants from the eastern Unites States. Kurath found that 

husks was more common in the North and that shucks was more common in the South. This 

analysis qualifies as categorical because each informant was classified as producing one term or 

the other. While the linguistic interview is a suitable method for observing categorical linguistic 
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variation, it is not generally a suitable method for observing most forms of continuous linguistic 

variation, where each informant or location is associated with a continuous value representing 

the frequency of one linguistic form relative to the frequency of all equivalent linguistic forms. 

For example, to measure the husks/shucks alternation continuously, numerous occurrences of 

these forms would need to be observed in discourse so that their relative frequency could be 

estimated accurately. Observing continuous variation is difficult, however, when data is gathered 

through the linguistic interview, especially when the relevant forms are relatively rare. The 

traditional approach to data collection also limits the analysis of regional linguistic variation to 

one register of the English language. Although data gathered through a carefully conducted 

linguistic interview is presumably representative of informal speech, it is unclear if the regional 

linguistic patterns discovered by previous American dialect surveys exist in the full range of 

English registers. Most notably, it is unknown if regional linguistic variation exists in written 

English or Standard English. These issues can be overcome by adopting a corpus-based approach 

to data collection, which allows for continuous regional linguistic variation to be analyzed in a 

range of registers. 

In addition to allowing for new types of research questions to be investigated, a corpus-

based approach to data collection also allows for a truly synchronic analysis of regional linguistic 

variation to be conducted. In traditional dialectology, only two or three informants are 

interviewed at each location because interviewing informants is a very laborious task. In order to 

ensure that regional linguistic variation is found in such a small sample, traditional dialect 

studies have focused on the language of long-term residents—often elderly members of families 

that have lived in a region for many generations. Although this approach has allowed for the 

identification of regional linguistic patterns, it is unclear if these patterns exist currently in the 
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language of the general population or only in the language of that small minority of speakers. In 

fact, assuming that these samples are representative of the language spoken by the majority of 

the inhabitants of a location at some point in the past, it would seems that these samples actually 

represent the language of historical speech communities, and would thus only allow for the 

identification of historical regional dialect patterns. A more complete and up-to-date picture of 

regional linguistic variation can be obtained by analyzing the language of hundreds of current 

residents at each location, including the language of both short- and long-term residents. Indeed, 

in a synchronic dialect study there is no principled reason for excluding short-term residents: 

synchronic linguistics is the study of the language of a speech community at one point in time 

and as such all members of a speech community must qualify as possible informants, regardless 

of how long they have been members of that speech community. Only by sampling language 

from across the entire present population of a region can current and pervasive regional linguistic 

patterns be identified. 

Because previous American dialect surveys have analyzed data gathered through 

linguistic interviews, there are several important issues that have not received adequate attention 

in American dialectology. Most notably, it is largely unknown if regional linguistic variation in 

exists in the range of English registers, including written Standard English. In addition, because 

the traditional approach to regional dialectology focuses on the language of historical speech 

communities, very little is known about regional linguistic variation in modern American 

English as produced currently by the general population. In order to address these gaps in 

research, a synchronic study of regional variation in contraction rate in a corpus of written 

Standard American English was conducted. The rates of 11 different forms of contraction were 

measured across a 25 million word corpus of letters to the editor representing 200 cities from 
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across the United States based on the language of over 125,000 authors. The regional distribution 

of each variable was then subjected to statistical analysis in order to test for regional patterns, 

using two measures of spatial autocorrelation: global Moran’s I and local Getis-Ord Gi*. 

Although these statistics have not been used in previous dialect surveys, their use is necessitated 

by the continuous and voluminous nature of the data being analyzed here. The introduction and 

application of these statistics is a secondary goal of this study. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First, the choice to focus on 

contraction rate is justified and previous research on contraction is reviewed, including research 

from grammatical, functional, and sociolinguistic perspectives. Second, the design, compilation, 

and dimensions of the corpus of letters to the editor that is the basis of this study is discussed. 

Third, the 11 measures of contraction rate are introduced and the algorithms used to compute 

their values are described.1 Fourth, the spatial autocorrelation statistics used to identify regional 

patterns in the distributions of these measures are introduced. Finally, the results of the analysis 

of regional variation in contraction rate are presented and discussed.  

 

2 Previous Research on Contraction 

Contraction rate was selected for analysis because it is a linguistic variable that is both frequent 

and variable in written Standard English and because it has been the subject of numerous studies 

of language variation and change. These studies have found that contraction rate is socially 

correlated and even regionally correlated to a limited degree. These studies are reviewed here, 

but first a discussion of the linguistic and functional factors that are known to affect contraction 

rate are presented. 
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This study adopts a definition of contraction that is based on research in modern corpus 

linguistics and descriptive linguistics (Quirk et al, 1985; Crystal, 1991; Krug, 1994; Kjellmer, 

1998; Axelsson, 1998; Biber et al, 1999). There are two primary forms of contraction in spoken 

and written English: verb contraction and not contraction. Verb contraction occurs primarily with 

three types of verbs: modal auxiliaries, auxiliary and copular be, and auxiliary have. Verbs 

contract primarily when preceded by pronominal hosts (he’ll), but may also contract when 

proceeded by wh-words (who’d) and there (there’s), and occasionally nouns (John’ll), modals 

(could’ve), and adjectives (how big’s the dog?). Not contracts when preceded by certain verbal 

hosts, specifically forms of auxiliary and copular be (isn’t), auxiliary have (hasn’t), auxiliary do 

(didn’t), and modals (wouldn’t). In addition, verb and not contraction are often analyzed when 

there is an option between either form of contraction in the same string (it’s not vs. it isn’t) 

(Kjellmer, 1998; Axelsson, 1998; Biber et al, 1999; Yaeger-Dror et al, 2002), a phenomenon that 

is termed double contraction in this study. In addition to these most common forms of 

contraction there is one standard form of pronoun contraction (let’s) and numerous forms of non-

standard contraction, including them contraction (‘em), non-standard not contraction (ain’t), to 

contraction (gonna), and non-standard have contraction (shoulda). Verb contraction, not 

contraction, double contraction, them contraction, non-standard not contraction, and to 

contraction are analyzed in this study, as they are sufficiently frequent and variable in the corpus. 

In order to analyze regional patterns in contraction rate, it is important to consider other 

factors that are known to affect contraction. For example, corpus-based studies have found that 

contraction rate varies across registers for numerous reasons including formality, involvedness 

and stance (Biber, 1988; Yaeger-Dror, 1997; Kjellmer, 1998; Yaeger-Dror, et al 2002). Register-

based variation is controlled in the present study by focusing on one register. Corpus-based 
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studies have also found that contraction rate varies across linguistic environments (Kjellmer, 

1998; Axelsson, 1998; Biber et al, 1999). For example, verb contraction is most common for 

modals and least common for the auxiliary have, and not contraction is most common with the 

auxiliary do and least common with the auxiliary be (Kjellmer, 1998). For this reason all of the 

forms of standard contraction analyzed in this study will be distinguished based on the types of 

verbs being contracted (for verb contraction) or the types of verbs acting as hosts (for not 

contraction). Other aspects of the linguistic environment have also been found to promote or 

inhibit contraction. For example, verb contraction is known to vary depending on the pronominal 

host (Kjellmer, 1998). However, due to the small size of some of the corpora under analysis, 

other linguistic factors that affect contraction rate were not directly controlled. Nonetheless, 

because all of the texts are from a single register, many of these factors are naturally 

controlled—i.e. the distribution of these features (e.g. pronominal hosts) is relatively consistent 

across the corpora under analysis. In addition, corpus-based studies have often focused on 

simpler measures of contraction and have identified important patterns nonetheless (e.g. Biber, 

1987, 1988). 

Numerous sociolinguistic studies have also focused on the social determinants of verb 

and not contraction. Both verb and not contraction are relatively uncontroversial examples of 

linguistic variables (Labov, 1966a, 1966b, 1972a; Wolfram, 1969, 1991), as they involve 

alternations between two phonologically (and orthographically) distinct yet synonymous 

constructions. Furthermore, despite the linguistic constraints discussed above, contracted and full 

forms vary with relative freedom in English discourse, thereby allowing the proportion of full 

and contracted forms to be correlated with social factors, such as gender, age, race, and 

socioeconomic status. For this reason, contraction has been the subject of numerous 
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sociolinguistic studies and contraction and deletion of the copula has even been claimed to be the 

most commonly analyzed variable in modern sociolinguistics (McElhinny, 1993). Indeed, the 

concept of the variable rule—a central concept in modern sociolinguistics—was introduced 

based on an analysis of contraction and deletion of the copula (Labov, 1969). This line of 

research (see also Labov, 1972b) has also been central to the debate about the origins of African 

American English Vernacular, another major issue in modern sociolinguistics (e.g. Wolfram, 

1974; Baugh, 1980; Holm, 1984; Rickford et al, 1991). Overall, sociolinguistic research has 

clearly demonstrated that contraction rate is sensitive to the demographic background of a 

speaker. The analysis of contraction rate undertaken in the present study is thus complementary 

to a great deal of research in modern sociolinguistics, although rather than correlating contraction 

rate with social factors, this study attempts to correlate contraction rate with regional factors. 

The effect of the national background of speakers on contraction rate has also been 

analyzed in numerous corpus-based studies (e.g. Algeo, 1988, 2006; Biber, 1987; Biber et al, 

1999; Yaeger-Dror et al, 2002). For example, Biber (1987) investigated the values of numerous 

features, including contraction frequency, across a series of written registers, in order to identify 

systematic functional differences in British and American English. A factor analysis found that 

contraction loaded strongly on a factor (which also includes questions, that-clauses, and various 

pronominal features) that distinguishes interactive texts from edited texts. It was also found that 

this factor distinguished British and American forms of the same registers—with American 

registers generally being more interactive and specifically using more contractions. The 

distribution of more specific measures of contraction, such as the rate of main verb have 

contraction, which is more common in British English, have also been presented as features that 

distinguish British from American English (e.g. Algeo, 2006). It should be noted, however, that 
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while these findings suggest that contraction could be regionally patterned in American English, 

these findings do not constitute direct evidence of regional patterns in contraction rate, as these 

studies do not analyze the relationship between dependent linguistic variables and true regional 

independent variables (i.e. geographical distance, longitude, and latitude). 

While there has been considerable interest in the social determinants of contraction, the 

regional determinants of contraction have received little attention, and the few regional studies 

that have been conducted have mostly been based on limited datasets and have focused primarily 

on double contraction. The observation that double contraction is regionally correlated was 

reported in Trudgill (1978) and reiterated in Hughes and Trudgill (1996), where it was claimed 

that speakers in southern England tend to contract not, whereas speakers in northern England 

tend to contract the auxiliary. This claim was tested empirically by Tagliamonte and Smith 

(2002), who analyzed double contraction in the language of eight communities in the United 

Kingdom. They found that auxiliary contraction with be is categorical in Scottish English, but 

that double contraction is otherwise a relatively poor measure of regional variation in British 

English. However, Yaeger-Dror et al (2002) confirmed Trudgill’s observation and also found a 

similar pattern in American English, with authors from the northern United States contracting not 

more often in double contraction environments than authors from the southern United States. 

However, both Tagliamonte and Smith (2002) and Yaeger-Dror et al (2002) based their analyses 

on a very limited number of locations, informants, and texts. Furthermore, Yaeger-Dror et al 

(2002) analyzed literary texts including dialogues, where the fictional regional background of 

characters was the basis for analysis—an approach to the analysis of regional linguistic variation 

that is clearly problematic. One study that does analyze regional variation in contraction rate 

using a larger number of locations and a more reliable dataset is Szmrecsanyi (2009), who found 
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that negative contraction and non-standard not contraction are regionally patterned in spoken 

British English. In addition, regional variation in negative contraction has been the subject of 

numerous studies of written historical varieties of the English language (Levin, 1958; Ogura, 

1999, 2008; Hogg, 2004; Ingham, 2006; van Bergen, 2008a, 2008b). The basic claim (Levin, 

1958) that engendered this line of research is that contracted forms of the negative marker are 

characteristic of the West Saxon dialect of Old English, whereas full forms are characteristic of 

other regional dialects of Old English, although this claim has been the subject of debate. 

Overall, this research suggests that contraction rate could be regionally patterned in written 

Modern Standard English as well. 

In conclusion, contraction was selected for analysis because numerous forms of 

contraction exist in Modern Standard English that are both relatively frequent and variable in 

writing. Furthermore, contraction has been analyzed as a linguistic variable in a number of 

sociolinguistic studies and has been shown to be correlated with the demographic and national 

background of speakers. There has, however, been relatively little research on the regional 

correlates of contraction rate, and what little research has been conducted has focused primarily 

on British English and historical English and has been based on limited datasets. As such, based 

on previous research it is unclear if contraction rate is regionally patterned in written Standard 

American English. Answering this question is the primary goal of this study.  

 

3 Corpus Compilation 

The basic goal of this study is to determine if various measures of contraction rate are regionally 

patterned in written Standard American English. A corpus-based approach to data collection was 

adopted because it is a suitable method for observing regional variation in the values of 
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continuously measured linguistic variables such as contraction rate in written Standard English. 

Despite the advantages of the corpus-based approach, this is one of the few studies of regional 

linguistic variation that is based on a corpus of natural language discourse, although corpora 

have been the basis for studies of British dialects (e.g. Inhalainen, 1991; Tagliamonte and Smith, 

2002; Kortmann et al, 2005; Szmrecsanyi, 2009). This section describes the design and 

compilation of the 25 million word corpus of letters to the editor upon which this study is based. 

The letter to the editor register was selected for analysis because it is a variety of written 

Standard English that is particularly suitable for the analysis of regional linguistic variation. 

Most important, letters to the editor are annotated for their author’s current place of residence, 

which allows letters to be sorted by city. In addition, letters to the editor are published 

frequently, which allows for a large amount of data to be collected from a relatively short time 

span, and distributed freely online in machine readable form, which allows for data to be 

collected easily and cheaply. Despite the advantages of analyzing letters to the editor, there is a 

potential problem with this choice: letters to the editor are presumably subject to editing by an 

editorial page editor. In order to address this issue a questionnaire was sent to editorial page 

editors from some of the newspapers sampled in this study, which asked whether or not letters to 

the editor were edited. Editors replied that they do edit letters to the editor, but minimally and 

mainly for clarity, spelling, fact, and length. Most editors also said that they do occasionally edit 

letters for grammar, although generally nothing is edited that is written in grammatically correct 

English, including contractions; only obvious mistakes and ungrammaticalities are corrected, 

such as agreement errors and run-on sentences. It was therefore assumed that the editing of 

letters to the editor by newspapers would not confound the results of this study.   
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The corpus of letters to the editor was compiled by downloading letters from online 

archives for major newspapers from cities from across the contiguous United States. For the 

most part, only newspapers from the most populous cities in each state were selected for 

inclusion in the corpus; however, some newspapers from smaller cities were also included in the 

corpus in order to represent regions with small populations or when suitable newspaper archives 

were not available for larger cities. The geographical distribution of the cities included in the 

corpus is presented in Figure 1. The corpus includes most major cities in the United States. 

According to the 2000 census, the top 30 metropolitan areas in the United States are represented 

in the corpus and the top 50 metropolitan areas in the United States are represented in the corpus, 

except Providence, Rhode Island, Jacksonville, Florida, and Birmingham, Alabama. These cities 

were excluded from the corpus because suitable newspaper archives were not available. The 

cities in the corpus are also relatively evenly distributed geographically across the United States. 

Whenever possible, letters from the years 2005-2008 were targeted for download. However, 

when necessary, letters from 2000-2004 were also sampled in order to increase the size of city 

sub-corpora. Approximately 50,000-200,000 words of texts were downloaded for each city, 

depending on the size and organization of the archive. Using this approach, approximately 35 

million words were collected from newspapers across the United States. 

Once downloaded and cleaned, including the deletion of duplicate letters, the individual 

letters were sorted into city sub-corpora based on the core based statistical area (CBSA) in 

which their author resides. A CBSA is a term used by the Census Bureau to denote a region 

consisting of a county containing a core urban area with a population of at least 10,000 people 

and any adjacent counties with a high degree of socioeconomic integration—basically, a city and 

its suburbs. A city sub-corpus was formed for every CBSA for which at least 25,000 words had 
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been sampled. Letters were sorted by CBSA rather than by municipality in order to increase the 

size of the corpus, by allowing letters from many smaller municipalities to be included in the 

corpus, even if there would have been too few letters from that municipality to form a separate 

sub-corpus. However, in order to increase the number of sub-corpora, a small number of the city 

sub-corpora do not represent CBSAs. First, when a sufficient number of letters were available, 

sub-corpora were created containing all the letters from the same metropolitan division—the 

term used by the Census Bureau to denote a set of counties that constitute a distinct employment 

region within CBSA that has a population core of at least 2.5 million people. For example, 

distinct sub-corpora were formed for San Francisco and Oakland because a sufficient number of 

letters were downloaded from each of these metropolitan divisions. Second, a city sub-corpus 

was compiled for the town of Brattleboro, Vermont, even though it is not a part of any CBSA 

(due to its small population), because over 25,000 words of letters to the editor were downloaded 

from that town’s newspaper.  

Through this procedure, a corpus of 25 million words of letters to the editor was 

compiled, which contains sub-corpora representing the letter to the editor register as produced in 

200 cities from across the contiguous United States (see Figure 1). In particular, the corpus 

contains 25,794,656 words, with an average of 128,973 words per sub-corpus. The size of the 

sub-corpora ranges from 26,885 words (Omaha) to 317,592 words (Nashville). The entire corpus 

contains 154,269 letters, with an average of 771 letters per corpus. The size of sub-corpora 

ranges from 119 letters (Springfield, Missouri) to 3,154 letters (Los Angeles). The entire corpus 

contains letters written by 126,422 different authors, with an average of 632 authors per sub-

corpus. The number of authors per sub-corpus ranges from 105 authors (Springfield, Missouri) to 

1621 authors (Dallas).  
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4 Corpus Analysis 

Eleven measures of contraction rate were analyzed across the 200 city sub-corpora. The value of 

each variable (V) was computed for each city sub-corpus by calculating the proportion of the first 

variant of the variable (Va) relative to the second variant of the variable (Vb) using Equation 1.  

 (1) 

€ 

V =
Va

Va +Vb

 

These eleven measures are introduced here and fall into two major types: standard contraction 

(i.e. not contraction and verb contraction) and non-standard contraction (i.e. them contraction, 

non-standard not contraction, and to contraction). Despite this terminology, both types occur in 

the corpus. Table 1 lists the eleven measures of contraction along with an example of the two 

variant forms of the construction extracted from the corpus. In all but two cases (non-standard 

not contraction and double contraction, which involve two contracted variants), Variant A is the 

contracted form and Variant B is the full form. 

The four measures of not contraction were computed by counting the contracted and full 

forms of each variable in each city sub-corpus. The results were then inputted into Equation 1, 

with the contracted form as Variant A. In order to calculate be not contraction, the contracted 

forms isn’t, aren’t, weren’t, and wasn’t, and the full forms is not, are not, were not, and was not 

were counted in each sub-corpus, including both copular and auxiliary forms of be. In order to 

calculate have not contraction, the contracted forms haven’t, hasn’t, and hadn’t, and the full 

forms have not, has not, and had not were counted in each sub-corpus. In order to calculate do 

not contraction, the contracted forms don’t, doesn’t, and didn’t, and the full forms do not, does 

not, and did not were counted in each sub-corpus. And in order to calculate the proportion of 
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modal not contraction the contracted forms wouldn’t and won’t, and the full forms would not and 

will not were counted in each sub-corpus. 

Computing the three measures of verb contraction was slightly more complicated than 

computing the four measures of not contraction. First, full forms were not counted sentence 

finally or when immediately followed by a punctuation mark, because contraction cannot usually 

occur in these environments. Second, two of the relevant contracted forms (‘s, ‘d) are 

ambiguous, as they can be the contracted form of more than one verb. Contracted is was 

distinguished from contracted has by classifying all instances of ‘s followed by (optionally an 

adverb and) seven common verbs in their perfect form (had, been, done, got, gotten, become and 

begun) as contracted has, and by classifying all other instances of ‘s as contracted is. Although 

this algorithm is not perfect (it is particularly difficult to distinguish between contracted passive 

is and contracted perfect has in sentence such as he’s killed, which can be interpreted as either he 

is killed or he has killed), it identifies the full form associated with contracted ‘s correctly 

approximately 95% of the time in sentences drawn at random from the corpus. Contracted had 

was distinguished from contracted would by classifying all instances of ‘d followed by a word 

larger than 5 characters ending in -ed/-en or by a common irregular verb in the perfect voice as 

contracted had, and by classifying all other instances of ‘d as contracted would.  Although this 

algorithm is not perfect, it identifies the full form associated with contracted ‘d correctly 

approximately 98% of the time in sentences drawn at random from the corpus. Given these 

caveats, the contracted and full forms were then counted in each sub-corpus and the results were 

inputted into Equation 1, with the contracted form as Variant A. In order to calculate be 

contraction, the contracted forms ‘re, ‘m, and ‘s, and the full forms are, am, and is were counted 

following it and personal pronouns in each sub-corpus. In order to calculate have contraction, the 
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contracted forms ‘ve, ‘d and, ‘s, and the full forms have, had, and has were counted following it 

and personal pronouns in each sub-corpus. And in order to calculate modal contraction, the 

contracted forms ‘ll and ‘d, and the full forms will and would were counted following it and 

personal pronouns in each sub-corpus. 

In addition to these seven measures of standard contraction, three measures of non-

standard contraction were computed, which despite being considered non-standard do still occur 

with sufficient frequency and variability across the 200 city sub-corpora to warrant analysis. Two 

of these variables are simple measures of contraction, where the contracted and full forms were 

counted in each sub-corpus and the results were then inputted into Equation 1, with the non-

standard contracted form as Variant A. Specifically, in order to calculate them contraction, 

occurrences of ‘em and them were counted each sub-corpus, and in order to calculate to 

contraction, the contracted forms gonna, hafta, wanna, and oughta, and the full forms going to, 

have to, want to, and ought to were counted in each sub-corpus, except when followed by a 

determiner or a pronoun. The third measure of non-standard contraction, non-standard not 

contraction, is different from the other variables introduced thus far because it involves an 

alternation between two contracted forms. In particular, the non-standard construction ain’t 

occasionally occurs in place of the contracted forms aren’t, isn’t, hasn’t, hadn’t and haven’t. In 

order to calculate non-standard not contraction, the non-standard contraction ain’t and the 

standard contractions aren’t, isn’t, hasn’t, hadn’t, and haven’t were counted in each sub-corpus, 

and then inputted into Equation 1, with the non-standard form as Variant A. 

The last contraction measure computed was double contraction, which like non-standard 

not contraction involves an alternation between two different contracted forms. In particular, 

either not or be can be contracted in pronoun-be-not sequences, including both copular and 
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auxiliary forms of be. In order to calculate double contraction, sequences consisting of it or a 

personal pronoun followed by isn’t or aren’t, and sequences consisting of it or a personal 

pronouns followed by contracted ‘re or ‘s and not were counted in each sub-corpus, and then 

inputted into Equation 1, with the not contracted form as Variant A. 

Finally, the values of each of the eleven contraction variables were mapped across the 

200 city sub-corpora. Examples for two of the contraction measures are presented in Figures 2 

and 3. Do not contraction is mapped in Figure 2, with locations in lighter shades exhibiting a 

relatively high degree of contraction, and locations in darker shades exhibiting a relatively high 

degree of the full form. Non-standard not contraction is mapped in Figure 3, with locations in 

lighter shades exhibiting a relatively high degree of non-standard not contraction, and with 

locations in darker shades exhibiting a relatively high degree of the standard contracted forms. 

Neither of these maps shows a clear regional pattern: do not contraction appears to be more 

common in the West and non-standard not contraction appears to be more common in the 

Southeast, but whether these patterns are real or just random variation is unclear. An analysis of 

spatial autocorrelation was therefore conducted.   

 

5 Statistical Analysis 

Once the values of the eleven measures of contraction rate were computed for each of the 200 

city sub-corpora, the spatial distribution of each variable was analyzed using two measures of 

spatial autocorrelation: global Moran’s I and local Getis-Ord Gi*. Spatial autocorrelation is a 

measure of spatial dependency that quantifies the degree of spatial clustering in the values of a 

variable (Cliff and Ord, 1973). In order to determine the degree to which high and low values 

cluster in the distributions of the contraction variables, global spatial autocorrelation was 
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measured using global Moran’s I (Moran, 1948). In order to determine the location of high and 

low value clusters in the distributions of these variables, local spatial autocorrelation was 

measured and mapped using local Getis-Ord Gi* (Ord and Getis, 1995). Despite their application 

in numerous fields, including medicine (e.g. Marshall, 1991; Glavanakov et al, 2001), 

criminology (e.g. Ratcliffe and McCullagh, 1999; Craglia et al, 2000), and economics (e.g. Le 

Gallo and Ertur, 2003; Dall'erba, 2003), these methods have not been applied in dialect 

geography.  

Calculating both measures of spatial autocorrelation involves comparing pairs of values 

in the spatial distribution of a single variable. These comparisons are weighted based on the 

location of the values that are being compared, so that comparisons between locations that are 

close together are given greater weight than comparisons between locations that are far apart. 

This is accomplished by using a spatial weighting function—a set of rules that assigns a weight 

to every pair of locations in the spatial distribution of a variable based on proximity (Odland, 

1988).2 Various spatial weighting functions are possible, although two functions are most 

common. A binary weighting function assigns a weight of 1 to all pairs of locations that are 

within a certain distance and a weight of 0 to all other pairs of locations (Odland, 1988). A 

reciprocal weighting function assigns a weight to all pairs of locations by taking the reciprocal of 

the distance between the locations, so that weighting decreases with distance (Odland, 1988). 

This study used a binary weighting function with a 500 mile cutoff, which assigns a weight of 1 

to all comparisons between pairs of locations within 500 miles of each other and a weight of 0 to 

all other comparisons. A 500 mile cutoff was selected because it allowed cities to be compared 

that are in the same traditional dialect and cultural regions (Zelinsky, 1973; Carver, 1987; Labov 

et al, 2006). For example, the distance between Savannah and Biloxi (on the edges of the Deep 
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South) is approximately 470 miles, the distance between Bellingham and Medford (on the edges 

of the Pacific Northwest) is approximately 440 miles, and the distance between Bismarck and 

Duluth (on the edges of the Upper Midwest) is approximately 410 miles.  The analysis was also 

repeated using a reciprocal weighting function, where every pair of comparisons is weighted 

based on the reciprocal of the distance between the locations. 

Each measure of contraction rate was tested for global spatial autocorrelation using 

global Moran’s I (Moran, 1948). Significant positive global spatial autocorrelation exists when 

the values of a variable form regional clusters of high and low values (Cliff and Ord 1973, 1981; 

Odland, 1988). The formula for calculating global Moran’s I is provided in Equation 2. 

(2) 

€ 

I =
N

wijj∑i∑
wij (xi − x )(x j − x )j∑i∑
(xi − x )2i∑

 

Where N is the total number of locations, xi is value of the variable at location i, xj is value of the 

variable at location j, is the mean for the variable across all locations, and wij is the value of the 

spatial weighting function for the comparison of location xi and xj (wij = 1 if distanceij ≤ 500 

miles, wij = 0 if distance ij > 500 miles or if i = j). 

The value of Moran’s I ranges from -1 to 1, where a negative value indicates that 

neighboring data points tend to have different values, a value approaching zero indicates that 

neighboring data points tend to have random values, and a positive value indicates that 

neighboring data points tend to have similar values. In order to interpret the value of global 

Moran’s I, a standardized z-score was calculated under the assumption of randomization using 

Equations 3-10 (Odland, 1988).  

(3) 

€ 

z =
I − E(I)
Var(I)
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(4) 

€ 

E(I) =
−1
N −1

 

(5) 

€ 

Var(I) =
NS4 − S3S5

(N −1)(N − 2)(N − 3)( wij )
2

j
∑
i

∑
 

(6) 

€ 

S1 =
(wij + w ji)

2
j

∑
i

∑
2

 

(7) 

€ 

S2 = ( wij +
j

∑
i

∑ w ji)
2

j
∑  

(8) 

€ 

S3 =
1/N (xi − x )4

i
∑

(1/N (xi − x )2
i

∑ )2
 

(9) 

€ 

S4 = (N 2 − 3N + 3)S1 − NS2 + 3( wij )
2

j
∑
i

∑  

(10) 

€ 

S5 = S1 − 2NS1 + 6( wij )
2

j
∑
i

∑  

Where E(I) is the expected value for Moran’s I, which approaches zero for large samples, Var(I) 

is the variance for Moran’s I, and wji is the value of the spatial weighting function for the 

comparison of location xj and xi, which is equal to wij. The resultant z-score was deemed to be 

significant if it was larger than or equal to ±2.61, because this z-score corresponds to a one-tailed 

.0046 alpha level, which was selected based on a Bonferroni correction for 11 variables (.05/11 = 

.00455). A one-tail test of significance (Odland, 1988) was used instead of a two-tail test because 

the goal of the analysis was to detect spatial clustering by testing for positive global 

autocorrelation. A significant positive z-score for global Moran’s I indicates that neighboring 

locations have similar values at a greater degree than would be expected by chance.  

 In addition to measuring global spatial autocorrelation, which tests whether each variable 

exhibits a regional pattern, local spatial autocorrelation was measured using local Getis-Ord Gi* 

(Ord and Getis, 1995) in order to identify specific regional patterns. Unlike a measure of global 
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spatial autocorrelation, which returns one value for each variable indicating the degree of 

regional clustering across the entire spatial distribution of that variable, a measure of local spatial 

autocorrelation returns one value for each location for each variable indicating the degree to 

which that particular location is part of a high or low value cluster. These values can then be 

mapped in order to identify the location of high and low value clusters. The formula for 

calculating a local Getis-Ord Gi* is provided in Equation 11, which returns a z-score for each 

location indicating the degree to which that location is part of a regional cluster. 

(11) 

€ 

Gi
* =

wij x j − x wijj
∑

j
∑

x j
2

j
∑

N
− x 2

N wij
2 − ( wij )

2
j

∑
j

∑
N −1

 

The Getis-Ord Gi* z-score was deemed to be significant if it was larger than or equal to ±2.84 

because this is the corresponding z-score value for a two-tailed 0.0046 alpha level, which was 

selected based on the Bonferroni correction described above. A two-tail test of significance was 

used instead of a one-tail test because the goal of the analysis was to identify both high- and low-

value clusters. A significant positive z-score indicates that a location is part of a high value 

cluster and a significant negative z-score indicates that the location is part of a low value cluster. 

Once computed, the Getis-Ord Gi* z-scores were mapped in order to identify the location of high 

and low value clusters. Mapping the Getis-Ord Gi* z-scores for a variable allows for underlying 

regional patterns to be identified that may not have been clear in maps plotting the raw values of 

the variable. 

 

6 Results 

The values of the 11 contraction variables were measured across the 200 city sub-corpora. 

Global Moran’s I was then computed for each variable in order to test for a significant degree of 
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regional clustering. The results of the global autocorrelation analysis are presented in Table 2. 

Overall, five of the eleven measures were found to exhibit significant levels of global spatial 

autocorrelation (at the adjusted .0046 alpha level). The five variables found to be significant at 

the adjusted alpha level are be not contraction, do not contraction, modal not contraction, to 

contraction, and non-standard not contraction. The results of testing the variables for regional 

patterns using a reciprocal weighting function are also presented in Table 2. The reciprocal 

weighting function is more conservative, only identifying do not contraction, modal not 

contraction, and non-standard not contraction as exhibiting significant patterns. In addition, to 

contraction, which was found to exhibit significant spatial autocorrelation using a 500 mile 

weighting function, dropped noticeably in the ranking. These results suggest that a 500 mile 

weighting function is a better fit for this data.  

The results of the local spatial autocorrelation analysis, using a 500 mile weighting 

function, are mapped in Figures 5-15. These map plots the local Getis-Ord Gi* z-scores for the 

200 city sub-corpora and identify the location of underlying high- and low-value clusters in the 

spatial distribution of each variable. In most of these maps, high positive z-scores (i.e. light 

shades) indicate that that location is part of a cluster where the contracted form occurs relatively 

frequently, whereas high negative z-scores (i.e. dark shades) indicate that that location is part of 

a cluster where the full form occurs relatively frequently.3 The regional patterns identified by the 

local autocorrelation maps are summarized in Table 3. The relationship between the raw and 

smoothed maps can be seen by comparing the two types of maps for do not contraction and non-

standard not contraction; in each case, the clusters identified in the local autocorrelation maps 

are visible in the raw maps. Finally, based on an analysis of the local spatial autocorrelation 

maps, it is clear that the spatial distributions of all eleven variables follow two basic patterns, 
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with standard contraction being more common in the West than in the East, and with the non-

standard contraction being more in the Southeast than in the Northeast.  

 

7 Discussion 

Based on the analysis of the corpus of letters to the editor, five measures of contraction rate were 

found to exhibit significant levels of positive global spatial autocorrelation (at the adjusted .0046 

alpha level): be not contraction, do not contraction, modal not contraction, to contraction, and 

non-standard not contraction. This finding indicates that regional variation in contraction rate 

exists in written Standard American English. In addition to the analysis of global spatial 

autocorrelation, the study identified two general regional patterns of contraction rate based on an 

analysis of local spatial autocorrelation. The first pattern involves a contrast between the 

language of the eastern United States and the language of the western United States, where the 

language of the eastern United States, especially the Northeast and the Deep South, is 

characterized by relatively less contraction than the language of the western United States, 

especially the Western Midwest, the Central Plains, and the Pacific Northwest. The contraction 

variables that exhibit this basic regional pattern are the measures of standard not and verb 

contraction, including double contraction. 4 The second pattern involves a contrast between 

language of the northeastern United States and the language of the southeastern United States, 

where the language of the northeastern United States, especially New England, New York, New 

Jersey, Pennsylvania and the northeastern Midwest, is characterized by relatively less contraction 

than the language of the southeastern United States, especially the Deep South and the South 

Central States. The contraction variables that exhibit this basic regional pattern are non-standard 
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not contraction and to contraction. Them contraction seems to reflect both patterns, being 

relatively more common on the Southwest Coast and relatively less common in the Northeast.5 

Based on the interaction of these two patterns, four regions emerge. First, the Northeast 

region, which primarily encompasses New England and the Middle Atlantic States and which 

extends into the eastern Midwest and northern and eastern Virginia, is characterized by relatively 

low levels for both standard and non-standard contraction. The Northeast region is clearly 

identified in the local spatial autocorrelation maps for do not contraction, modal not contraction, 

have contraction, them contraction, non-standard not contraction, and to contraction. Second, 

the Southeast region, which primarily encompasses the Deep South and the South Central states, 

is characterized by relatively low levels for standard contraction but relatively high levels for 

non-standard contraction. The Southeast region is clearly identified in the local spatial 

autocorrelation maps for have not contraction, be not contraction, modal contraction, be 

contraction, non-standard not contraction, and to contraction. Third, the Midwest region, which 

primarily encompasses the western Midwest and the Central Plains and which extends into the 

eastern Midwest, is characterized by relatively high levels for standard contraction but relatively 

low levels for non-standard contraction. The Midwest region is clearly identified in the local 

spatial autocorrelation maps for do not contraction, be not contraction, modal not contraction, be 

contraction, double contraction, and non-standard not contraction. Finally, the West region, 

which is less well defined than the other regions, is characterized by relatively high levels for 

standard contraction and for them contraction. The West region is most clearly identified in the 

local spatial autocorrelation maps for do not contraction, be not contraction, modal not 

contraction, have contraction, to contraction, and them contraction. 
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The finding that these eleven variables are characterized by only two basic regional 

patterns is evidence that real regional linguistic variation has been identified by this study. A 

basic expectation in dialectology is that dialect regions will be defined by numerous linguistic 

features that share similar regional patterns, as it is assumed that the communicative, 

geographical, historical, and social factors that produce a regional pattern in one feature should 

produce similar regional patterns in other features as well. A successful analysis of regional 

linguistic variation should therefore identify a relatively small number of regional patterns across 

a set of linguistic features, as there are presumably far fewer factors that could produce regional 

patterns than there are linguistic features.   

It is also particularly interesting that these two basic regional patterns are associated with 

two functionally defined subsets of the contraction variables: the variables that exhibit the 

east/west pattern are measures of standard contraction, whereas the variables that exhibit the 

north/south pattern are measures of non-standard contraction. This finding shows that there may 

be a relationship between regional linguistic variation and functional linguistic variation. In this 

case, both of the patterns involve a contrast between more formal variants in one region and 

more informal variants in another region; however, while the Northeast is generally more formal 

and the West is generally more informal, the Midwest is less formal in regards to standard 

contraction and more formal in regards to non-standard contraction, whereas the Southeast is 

more formal in regards to standard contraction and less formal in regards to non-standard 

contraction. The regional patterns identified here therefore do not reduce to a simple pattern of 

formality: formality varies by region differently depending on the type of contraction. Not only 

is there a relationship between region and formality but this relationship appears to be complex. 
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Overall, the results of this study are similar to the findings of previous research in 

American dialectology. The two basic regional patterns identified by this study are comparable 

to patterns identified in previous American dialect surveys, which distinguish northeastern 

English from southeastern English and western English from eastern English. The north/south 

pattern on the East Coast reflects a basic pattern identified in all previous dialect surveys as well 

as general opinion on the regional dialects of American English. Overall, this pattern is most 

similar to the dialect regions mapped by Carver (1987), who identified two major dialect regions 

on the American East Coast: the North and the South. The Northeast region identified in this 

study, however, does stretch into Virginia, which differs from Carver’s analysis. Carver’s results 

contrasts with the findings of Kurath (e.g. Kurath, 1949; Kurath and McDavid, 1961) and Labov 

et al (2006) who identified three major dialect regions on the American East Coast: the North, 

the Midland, and the South. While the results of this study do seem to offer more support for a 

bipartite division, there is some evidence of a Midland dialect region as well. Specifically, 

evidence of a Midland region appears in the local spatial autocorrelation maps for modal 

contraction (where the northern limit of low contraction rates in Ohio and Virginia corresponds 

roughly to the northern border of the Midland dialect region), to contraction (where the southern 

limit of low contraction rates in Ohio corresponds roughly to the northern border of the Midland 

dialect region), and non-standard not contraction (where the southern limit of low non-standard 

contraction in Pennsylvania corresponds roughly to the northern border of the Midland dialect 

region). Regardless, the basic finding that language varies on a North-South axis in the eastern 

United States agrees with the results of all three previous American dialect surveys. The 

distinction between the East and the West is also similar to the findings of the two previous 
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dialect surveys that included the western states (Carver, 1987; Labov et al, 2006), both of which 

identified a distinct western dialect region. 

Despite the similarities between the results of this survey and previous American dialect 

surveys, one clear difference is that this study distinguishes the Midwest from the Northeast, 

whereas previous surveys have mapped the Midwest as an extension of the Northern and 

Midland dialect regions. Although this study finds that the Midwest is related to the Northeast, 

with both regions using relatively little non-standard contraction, this survey also finds that the 

Midwest is distinct from the Northeast, with the Midwest using more standard contraction. This 

finding makes sense intuitively, as English from the Midwest seems to be different than English 

from the Northeast, and also agrees with perceptual classifications of American dialects (Preston, 

2003) and the mappings of American cultural regions (Zelinsky, 1973). It is possible that a 

distinct Midwest region has been identified by this study because it is based on a modern and 

representative dataset, whereas previous dialect surveys have focused on historical datasets—not 

only because they were conducted in the past but because they were based solely on the language 

of informants who had lived in a particular region for their entire life. Similarly, it is possible 

that the finding that the Northeastern region extends into Virginia is also a result of analyzing a 

modern and representative dataset, as Virginia has seen a recent influx of northeasterners (Perry, 

2003; U.S. Census Bureau, 2005).  

From a methodological standpoint, the results of this study have shown that a corpus-

based approach to regional dialectology is a viable method for the analysis of regional linguistic 

variation. A corpus-based approach has three major advantages. First, it allows for regional 

linguistic variation to be observed in a range of registers, whereas the linguistic interview only 

allows for informal speech to be observed, and even this register can only be analyzed indirectly 
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and superficially. Second, a corpus-based approach allows for actual discourse to be analyzed, 

which enables continuous linguistic variation to be measured accurately. Finally, a corpus-based 

approach allows a large number of informants to be sampled at each location. This not only 

improves the reliability of the analysis but also allows for a more representative sample of the 

language produced by the speech communities under analysis to be collected. By sampling a 

large number of informants, including both short and long-term residents, it is possible to 

identify current and pervasive patterns of regional linguistic variation, which characterize the 

speech of the entire population, not just some small minority of the population. This approach is 

also inline with other fields where geographical data is gathered: economic, political, and 

demographic analyses, for example, are not usually restricted to long-term residents.  

The statistical approach to the analysis of regional linguistic variation described here also 

has numerous methodological advantages. First it allows for a replicable and unbiased analysis 

of regional linguistic variation to be conducted. Faced with the raw maps for the four variables 

that were found to exhibit significant levels of global spatial autocorrelation, most dialectologists 

would probably perceive a regional pattern; however, most dialectologists would probably also 

be hard pressed to judge if these regional patterns are real or random. A statistical approach 

allows for such issues to be resolved. It is also important to note that these methods accomplish a 

different task than the methods employed in dialectometry, where data is also analyzed using 

quantitative methods (Séguy 1971, 1973a, 1973b; Goebl, 1982, 1984, 2006; Nerbonne et al, 

1996; Nerbonne and Kleiweg, 2003, 2007). Specifically, the use of autocorrelation statistics 

allows for individual measures to be tested for significant regional patterns, whereas 

dialectometry provides no standard technique for analyzing individual variables.  
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In conclusion, this study has demonstrated that regional linguistic variation exists in 

written Standard American English, suggesting that regional linguistic variation is more common 

and complex than is generally assumed. Based on a statistical analysis of global spatial 

autocorrelation in the corpus, five of the eleven measures of contraction were found to exhibit 

significant levels of regional patterning. Furthermore, based on a statistical analysis of local 

spatial autocorrelation in the corpus, two basic regional patterns were identified in the 

distributions of the eleven variables: standard forms of contraction are relatively common in the 

West and relatively uncommon in the East, and non-standard forms of contraction are relatively 

common in the Southeast and relatively uncommon in the Northeast.  
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Notes 

1 All computer programs used in this survey, including the scripts used to compile the corpus, 

compute contraction rate, and calculate the two measures of spatial autocorrelation, were 

designed and written by the author using the programming language Perl. 

2 In order to implement a spatial weighting function, the distance between every pair of cities in 

the corpus was calculated using longitudes and latitudes for the cities provided by the U.S. 

Census Bureau and the great circle distance formula (Sinnott 1984). 

3 The Getis-Ord Gi* maps associate each location with one of 11 levels of z-scores: z-scores 

larger than or equal to ±2.84, corresponding to the adjusted .0045 alpha level; z-scores larger 

than or equal to ±2.58, corresponding to the a .01 alpha level; z-scores larger than or equal to 

±1.96, corresponding to a.05 alpha level; z-scores larger than or equal to ±1.64, corresponding to 

a .10 alpha level; z-scores larger than or equal to ±1.00; and z-scores between +1.00 and -1.00. 

By identifying clusters of locations with highly positive or negative Getis-Ord Gi* z-scores, 

regional patterns can be identified in the distribution of each variable.  

4 The fact that double contraction shows no significant degree of global spatial autocorrelation is 

surprising as it is the only variable analyzed in this study that has been tested for regional 

variation in American English in a previous study (Yaeger-Dror et al 2002), where it was found 

that in the northern United States relatively more not-contractions are used. This claim is 

supported to a limited degree by the present study, as not contraction in double contraction 

environments was found to be somewhat more common in the North Central States; however, 

there is no clear north/south pattern, although it should be noted once again that this variable had 

the lowest minimum frequency across the city sub-corpora, indicating that its actual values were 

likely not estimated as accurately as the other variables. 
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5 It should be noted that all three forms of non-standard contraction are very rare in the corpus 

and as such exhibit very little variation in their raw values. This fact, however, should not call in 

question the validity of the findings related to these variables; rather, these findings demonstrate 

that regional patterns exist even at this very minute level of linguistic variation. 
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Table 1 Contraction Measures 

Measure Variant A Variant B 

Be not 

contraction 

I wasn't surprised that Miss USA was 

the target of cruel, classless and 

misdirected heckling (Minneapolis 

Star Tribune, June 1, 2007). 

Also, I was not qualified to empty trash 

cans at the Windham Public Schools 

(Willimantic Chronicle, December 4, 

2007). 

Have not 

contraction 

I hadn't realized how much I missed 

Donald Rumsfeld (Oakland Tribune, 

August 3 2007). 

I had not considered you a tabloid paper 

until now (San Diego Union-Tribune, 

May 28, 2005). 

Do not 

contraction 

I'm sure they'd be thrilled to know that 

a lonely old man in the cornfields of 

Iowa doesn't approve of their gay-

friendly lifestyle (Burlington Hawk 

Eye, July 7, 2008). 

As my high school students well know, 

this does not include Wikipedia or some 

guy's blog (Alexandria Daily Town Talk, 

May 13, 2007). 

Modal not 

contraction 

Pizza just wouldn't be pizza without it 

and unless the power of law force-

feeds us "spices" now and again 

(Boston Herald, July 9, 2007). 

In the post-incident report, city police 

said the shopkeeper would not be 

charged (Pensacola News Journal, 

October 2, 2006). 

Be 

contraction 

It’s possible he's achieving that goal 

without having to commit an obvious 

act of terrorism (Dallas Morning 

News, September 14, 2006). 

But he is achieving the goal of his 

bosses, the giant corporations, which is 

to destroy the working middle class 

(Fresno Bee, July 3, 2005). 

Have They've failed to instill morality into Perhaps this example of misplaced 
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contraction their parishioners (Oklahoma City 

Oklahoman, August 20, 2007). 

priorities helps explain why they have 

failed (Mobile Press, August 26, 2007). 

Modal 

contraction 

I'll buy them both one-way tickets to 

France if they can guarantee they will 

never return (Poughkeepsie Journal, 

October 1, 2006). 

I will buy my water—which will cost 

less than paying for the illnesses that 

could be acquired from water fountains 

(Orlando Sentinel, September 19, 2007). 

Them 

contraction 

I say send 'em all—Jimmy Carter, 

George H.W. Bush, Jesse Jackson, 

Bill Clinton and whomever else it 

takes (Colorado Springs Gazette, 

April 15, 2007). 

We can send them all the weapons they 

need to take care of themselves, plus 

they have nuclear weapons (Cheyenne 

Tribune Eagle, July 23, 2006). 

To 

contraction 

Democrats are like a box of 

chocolates, you're always gonna get a 

bunch of nuts (Boise Statesman, 

September 17, 2005). 

If one must be wealthy and a Republican 

to enter the Kingdom of God then I am 

never going to make it (Anniston Star, 

November 26, 2002). 

Non-

standard 

not 

contraction 

Slapping more mascara and lipstick on 

this Iraq-surge pig ain't gonna make it 

fly (Grand Junction Daily Sentinel, 

September 10, 2007). 

Holding hands and singing "Kumbaya" 

isn't going to change anything (Carlsbad 

Current-Argus, November 20, 2006). 

Double 

contraction 

He isn't the type of man who would 

intentionally and maliciously attempt 

to murder someone (Riverside Press 

Enterprise, April 24, 2006). 

Maybe he's not the wacko, incompetent, 

industry pawn the editorial staff made 

him out to be (Roanoke Times, 

September 7, 2006). 
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Table 2 Descriptive Statistics and Global Spatial Autocorrelation Results 

500 mile 

Weighting Function 

Reciprocal 

Weighting Function 
Variables Mean 

Moran 

I 

z- 

score 

p 

 

Moran 

I 

z- 

score 
p 

Be not contraction 0.2638 0.0392 3.3602 0.0004 0.0111 1.3085 0.0951 

Do not contraction 0.6217 0.0774 6.1097 0.0000 0.0612 5.2476 0.0000 

Have not contraction 0.3952 0.0238 2.1266 0.0166 0.0137 1.4737 0.0708 

Modal not contraction 0.4723 0.05 4.1108 0.0000 0.0346 3.1697 0.0008 

Be contraction 0.2986 0.0274 2.5058 0.006 0.0145 1.625 0.0526 

Have contraction 0.185 0.0256 2.3699 0.0089 0.0177 1.8874 0.0294 

Modal contraction 0.1416 0.0226 2.121 0.017 0.0187 1.9556 0.025 

Them contraction 0.0062 0.0275 2.388 0.0084 0.0192 1.8978 0.0287 

To contraction 0.0032 0.0321 2.7727 0.0028 0.015 1.5996 0.0548 

Non-standard not 

contraction 
0.0208 0.0401 3.3227 0.0005 0.0398 3.5273 0.000 

Double contraction 0.312 0.0135 1.3623 0.0869 0.0031 0.6386 0.2611 
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Table 3 Regional Clusters 

Variables Positive Value Clusters Negative Value Clusters 

Be not contraction Western Midwest, Central 

Plains 

Deep South, Northeast 

Have not contraction Northwest, Western 

Midwest 

Southeast, Midland 

Do not contraction Northwest, Western 

Midwest 

Northeast, Middle Atlantic 

Modal not contraction Western Midwest, Central 

Plains 

Northeast, Gulf Coast 

Pronoun be contraction Central Plains, Upper 

Midwest, West Texas 

Southeast, Middle Atlantic 

Pronoun have contraction West Coast, Central Plains, 

West Texas 

Northeast, Midland 

Pronoun modal contraction West Texas, Northwest Southeast 

Them contraction West Coast Northeast, Midwest 

To contraction South Central States, 

Southeast, Northwest 

Northeast, Middle Atlantic, 

Northern Midwest 

Non-standard not contraction Southeast Northeast, Midwest 

Double contraction Upper Midwest Middle Atlantic, Southeast 
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Figure 1 Geographical Distribution of City Sub-Corpora 
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Figure 2 Do Not Contraction  

 
Figure 3 Non-Standard Not Contraction 
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Figure 4 Be Not Contraction Local Autocorrelation 

 
Figure 5 Do Not Contraction Local Autocorrelation 
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Figure 6 Have Not Contraction Local Autocorrelation 

 
Figure 7 Modal Not Contraction Local Autocorrelation 
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Figure 8 Be Contraction Local Autocorrelation 

 
Figure 9 Have Contraction Local Autocorrelation 
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Figure 10 Modal Contraction Local Autocorrelation 

 
Figure 11 Non-Standard Them Contraction Local Autocorrelation 
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Figure 12 Non-Standard To Contraction Local Autocorrelation 

 
Figure 13 Non-Standard Not Contraction Local Autocorrelation 
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Figure 14 Double Contraction (Not vs. Be Contraction) Local Autocorrelation 

 
 

 


